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We study a flexible framework for semantic analysis of human motion from surveillance video. Successful trajectory estimation and human-body modeling facilitate the semantic analysis of human activities in video sequences. Although human motion is widely investigated, we have extended such research in three aspects. By adding a second camera, not only more reliable behavior analysis is possible, but it also enables to map the ongoing scene events onto a 3D setting to facilitate further semantic analysis. The second contribution is the introduction of a 3D reconstruction scheme for scene understanding. Thirdly, we perform a fast scheme to detect different body parts and generate a fitting skeleton model, without using the explicit assumption of upright body posture. The extension of multiple-view fusion improves the event-based semantic analysis by 15%–30%. Our proposed framework proves its effectiveness as it achieves a near real-time performance (13–15 frames/second and 6–8 frames/second) for monocular and two-view video sequences.

1. Introduction

Visual surveillance for human-behavior analysis has been investigated worldwide as an active research topic [1]. In order to have automatic surveillance accepted by a large community, it requires a sufficiently high accuracy and the computation complexity should enable a real-time performance. In the video-based surveillance application, even if the motion of persons is known, this is not sufficient to describe the posture of the person. The postures of the persons can provide important clues for understanding their activities. Therefore, accurate detection and recognition of various human postures both contribute to the scene understanding. The accuracy of the system is hampered by the use of a single camera, in case of complex situations and several people undertaking actions in the same scene. Often, the posture of people is occluded, so that the behavior cannot be realized in high accuracy. In this paper, we contribute to improve the analysis accuracy by exploiting the use of second camera and mapping the event into a 3D scene model, that enables analysis of the behavior in the 3D domain. Let us now discuss related work from the literature.

1.1. Related Work. Most surveillance systems have focused on understanding the events through the study of trajectories and positions of persons using a priori knowledge about the scene. The Pfinder [2] system was developed to describe a moving person in an indoor environment. It tracks a single nonocluded person in complex scenes. The VSAM [3] system can monitor activities over various scenarios, using multiple cameras that are connected as a network. It can detect and track multiple persons and vehicles within cluttered scenes and manage their activities over a long period of time. The real-time visual surveillance system W4 [4] employs the combined techniques of shape analysis and body tracking, and models different appearances of a person. This single-camera system detects and tracks groups of people and monitors their behaviors, even in the presence of partial occlusion and in outdoor environments. However,
the above systems generally suffer from the problem that they lack reliable continuous observation of people displacements. The monitoring performances of the above systems mainly rely on the detected trajectories of the concerned objects. Furthermore, the results are not sufficient for event analysis in some cases. As the local properties of the detected persons are missing, the developed systems lack the semantic recognition result of dynamic human activities. In this paper, we explore the combination of using trajectory, posture recognition, skeleton fitting, and 3D scene reconstruction in order to improve the semantic analysis of the human behavior. Furthermore, we apply the above techniques to a dual-camera system to improve the accuracy of event recognition.

1.2. 3-D Reconstruction. Scene reconstruction in 3D is a useful tool in semantic-event analysis, which is generally utilized in multimedia applications [5]. The accurate and realistic reconstruction in a virtual space can significantly contribute to the scene understanding, like crime-evidence collection and tactical analysis. Therefore, it is interesting to extend scene-reconstruction functionality in advanced surveillance applications, such as home-care monitoring and robbery-detection surveillance. The 3D scene reconstruction can be conducted to visualize the scene for further analysis. The 3D reconstruction is in fact a mapping of the 2D image data into a 3D real-world model. After the mapping from image to real world is performed, we can estimate the position and calculate the real speed of the persons involved in the video scene. Furthermore, the scene can be reconstructed by realistic 3D models by advanced modeling software to improve the reality. The above postprocessing step extends the framework with better visual presentation. In the application of a bank-robbery detection, for example, this extended processing plays a useful role in the crime-scene analysis, data retrieval, and evidence collection.

The principle of the mapping is basically a homography equation that describes the conversion of 2D point locations into 3D positions. For this purpose, we aim at finding a set of reference points that can be reliably detected. These reference points are used as an input for a multiparameter homography estimation. If sufficient reference points are available, the parameters of the homography can be computed. After this calibration, each input image can be mapped onto the 3D space using the computed homography. If we extend the system to a dual-camera setup, each of the cameras needs to be calibrated as described above. Both camera views are mapped onto the same 3D space. If one person is occluded in one camera view, his position can still be mostly determined by the second camera, so that a reliable 3D scene analysis can be conducted.

1.3. Research Objectives. To address the challenging problem of accurately analyzing human motion and summarizing events at high semantic level, we contribute in three aspects.

(i) A flexible framework is proposed to enable hierarchical human motion analysis. It can be utilized in surveillance applications with four-level analysis results using single or multiple cameras.

(ii) A 3D reconstruction scheme is introduced for scene understanding based on automatic camera calibration. The location and posture of persons are visualized in a 3D space after context knowledge is integrated. More specifically, the 2D-3D mapping provides a platform for a normalized motion configuration (i.e., location and speed) and scene visualization/analysis in the real world.

(iii) A fast scheme is proposed to detect different body parts in human motion. More specifically, for every individual person, features of body ratio, silhouette, and appearance are integrated into a hybrid model to detect body parts. The conventional assumption of upright body posture is not required.

In the sequel, we first present a system overview in Section 2 and then describe in detail the techniques for each level in Section 3. The experimental results on surveillance video are provided in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusions.
2. Our Proposed System Framework

Our work aims at the object/scene analysis and behavior modeling of deformable objects. The framework captures the human motion, analyzes and demonstrates its gesture/activity, infers the semantic event exploiting interaction modeling, and performs the 3D scene reconstruction. The previous analysis is only possible if the scene and its objects are analyzed at various levels (e.g., background modeling, moving objects, event recognition, etc.). The block diagram of our multilevel event-analysis system is shown in Figure 1. The term multilevel refers to the four different conceptual levels: pixel-based level, object-based level (including trajectory estimation, posture classification, and skeleton fitting), event-based level, and visualization level.

(i) **Pixel-based level.** The background modeling and object detection are implemented. Each image within the video covering an individual human body is segmented to extract the “blobs” representing foreground objects. These detected blobs are refined afterwards to produce the human silhouette.

(ii) **Object-based level.** It performs trajectory estimation, posture classification, and skeleton fitting. We first track every moving person. Afterwards, a shape-based analysis is conducted to classify different posture types. Finally, a skeleton model is adaptively produced for every object.

(iii) **Event-based level.** Interaction relationships are modeled to infer a multiple-person event. This semantic analysis is thus responsible for the human activity recognition.

(iv) **Visualization level.** With the aim of 2D-3D mapping calibration, the 3D scene reconstruction is conducted to visualize the scene for further analysis. This level can be simple for home use, but advanced for professional use (e.g., after crime analysis in 3D).

The purpose of the framework is that it should be powerful and robust enough to facilitate a few different surveillance applications. To fulfill this objective, the semantic-level analysis should be of sufficiently high performance. In the sequel, home-care monitoring and the detection of a robbery for security surveillance are our key applications.

3. Techniques for Human Behavior Analysis

3.1. **Trajectory Estimation.** At the pixel-based level, the human silhouette is detected based on background subtraction. This general method can be used to segment moving objects in a scene, assuming that the camera is stationary and the lighting condition is fixed. To improve the blob segmentation, a shadow-removing approach [6] is used in our scheme. The false segmentation caused by shadows can be minimized by computing differences in a color space (RGB) that is less sensitive to intensity changes.

At the object-based level, person tracking (trajectory estimation) and posture classification are performed. In the trajectory-estimation step, we employ the broadly accepted mean-shift algorithm for tracking persons, based on their individual appearance model represented as a color histogram. When the mean-shift tracker is applied, we extract every new person entering the scene and calculate the corresponding histogram model in the image domain. In subsequent frames for tracking that person, we shift the person object to the location whose histogram is the closest to the previous frame. Afterwards, from our previous work [7], we have adopted the Double Exponential Smoothing (DES) operator to track moving persons. This filter runs approximately 135 times faster than the popular Kalman filter-based predictive tracking algorithm, with equivalent prediction performance. When the trajectory is obtained, we can estimate the position of the persons involved in the video scene. Therefore, we can conduct a body-based analysis at the location of the person in every frame.

Based on the results of trajectory estimation, the person action is classified into three types: running, walking, and standing. In the case of standing, the speed of the moving person is below a predefined threshold. Only in that case, posture classification is performed, which will be addressed in the next subsection.

3.2. **Individual Posture Recognition with CHMM.** We adopt a simple but effective shape descriptor to analyze the human
silhouette prior to conducting the temporal modeling scheme of a Continuous Hidden Markov Model (CHMM) to recognize the posture type.

Individual posture classification is important for human-activity recognition. Firstly, we adopt a shape-based descriptor to analyze the human silhouette. Our posture classifier utilizes two features commonly used for object classification: area and the ratio of the bounding box attached to each detected object. This approach is simple but efficient, and it contributes significantly to the tracking and avoids a complex procedure for training data. The nonperson objects and image noise can be effectively removed. The disturbance generated from different person heights is also considered.

We perform a training step regarding different heights in the scene before an adaptive threshold is applied. Finally, we can obtain the observed 2D feature vector of the silhouette.

Due to noise from segmentation errors, a single-frame recognition is not sufficiently accurate when we require general motion classification. The temporal consistency is required for a good posture recognition. Therefore, we adopt the HMM as our posture classifier, since it has proven to be an effective tool for sequential data processing. We use the Continuous Hidden Markov Model (CHMM) with left-right topology [8]. Suppose a CHMM has $E$ states $Q = \{q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_E\}$ and $F$ output symbols $V = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_F\}$. It is fully specified by the triplet $\lambda = \{A, B, \pi\}$. Let the state at time step $t$ be $s_t$; then the $E \times E$-state transition matrix $A$ can be defined by

$$A = \left\{a_{ij} \mid a_{ij} = P(s_{t+1} = q_j \mid s_t = q_i)\right\}, \quad 1 \leq i, j \leq E. \quad (1)$$

The $E \times F$-state output probability matrix $B$ is defined as

$$B = \left\{b_j(k) \mid b_j(k) = P(v_k \mid s_t = q_j)\right\}, \quad 1 \leq j \leq E, \quad 1 \leq k \leq F. \quad (2)$$

The initial state distribution vector $\pi$ is specified as

$$\pi = \left\{\pi_i \mid \pi_i = P(s_1 = q_i)\right\}, \quad 1 \leq i \leq E. \quad (3)$$

We assign a CHMM model to each of the predefined posture types for the observed human body. Each CHMM is trained based on the Baum-Welch algorithm [8]. The learning process can calculate all parameters of the model using the training data. In other words, the triplet $\lambda$ is obtained for each model. After having the models for each posture, we can proceed to implement the online testing. Given an observation sequence $Obv = \{Obv_1, Obv_2, \ldots, Obv_T\}$, we can calculate $P(Obv \mid \lambda_i)$, which is the probability of the observation sequence $Obv$ given model $i$ with $\lambda_i$. The probability $P(Obv \mid \lambda_i)$ can be obtained by using the forward algorithm [8]. After each model’s output probability
is calculated, the model with maximum probability is chosen as the recognition result. We can therefore recognize the posture class \( C_T \) as being the one that is represented by the maximum probable model among \( K \) types, which is specified by

\[
C_T = \arg \max_i P(\text{Obv} | \lambda_i), \quad 1 \leq i \leq K.
\]  

(4)

In our investigated case \( (T = 20, K = 4) \), every given posture is finally classified into one of the following types: pointing, squatting, raising hands overhead, and lying.

3.3. Skeleton Fitting. The purpose of skeleton fitting is to visualize the behavior of the person. To this end, we need to detect individual body parts at each frame. Since this has roots in earlier scientific research, we first briefly present an overview of this work below.

Accurate detection and efficient tracking of various body parts play an important role in presenting the human behavior. Existing fast techniques can be classified into two categories: appearance-based and silhouette-based methods. Appearance-based approaches [9, 10] utilize the intensity or color configuration within the whole body to infer specific body parts. They can simplify the estimation and collection of training data. However, they are significantly affected by the variances of body postures and clothing. For the silhouette-based approach [11–13], different body parts are located employing the external points detected along the contour, or internal points estimated from the shape analysis. The geometric configuration of each body part is modeled prior to performing the pose estimation of the whole human body. However, the highly accurate detection of body parts remains a difficult problem, due to the effectiveness of segmentation. Human limbs are often inaccurately detected because of the self-occlusion or occlusion by other objects/persons. Summarizing, both silhouette and appearance-based techniques do not offer a sufficiently high overall accuracy of body-part detection. Also, the assumption of upright posture is generally required. In our work, we do not need the assumption of an upright posture. We had to design a new algorithm because in the desired applications, persons are not always in an upright position. In the following, we summarize our algorithm that was reported first in [14].

We develop a fast scheme to detect different body parts in human motion. More specifically, for every individual person, features of body ratio, silhouette, and appearance are integrated into a hybrid model to detect body parts. The conventional assumption of upright body posture is not required. The skeleton-fitting processing step models the human motion by a skeleton model. The detailed procedure is illustrated in Figure 2. In the example of single-person motion, the input frame (Figure 2(a)) is first subject to shadow removal, and then segmented to produce a foreground blob (Figure 2(b)). Afterwards, the convex hull is implemented for the whole blob (Figure 2(c)). The dominant points along the convex hull are strong clues, in the case of single-person body-part detection. They infer the possible locations of the ending points of body parts, like head, hands, and feet. Here we employ a content-aware scheme to estimate the center point (Figure 2(d)), which is fundamentally used to position the human skeleton model. Meanwhile, dominant points along the convex hull are selected and refined to locate the head, hands and feet (Figure 2(e)). Finally, different body parts are connected to a predefined skeleton model involving a center point, where the skeleton is adapted to the actual situation of the person in the scene (Figure 2(f)).

3.4. Interaction Modeling. In multiperson events, the event analysis is achieved by understanding the interactions among
people involved in the scene. The temporal constraints of two-person interactions are defined by two events in terms of causal and coinciding relations of the two persons’ posture changes. The events are seldom instantaneous and often significantly rely on the temporal order and relationship of their subevents (the individual posture). We introduce appropriate spatial and temporal constraints for each of the various two-person interaction patterns as domain knowledge. The satisfaction of specific spatial/temporal constraints contributes to the semantic recognition of the interaction. Therefore, the event-level recognition is characterized by the integration of domain-specific knowledge, whereas the object-level recognition is more closely related to the pure motion of a human body.

In order to represent temporal relationships of subevents, we apply the temporal logic based on interval algebra, as used in [15]. Seven temporal relationships are indicated from the set of \( TR = \{ \text{after, meets, during, finishes, overlaps, equal, starts} \} \). These keywords can link different sub-events after the individual event is analyzed. In this way, the scene becomes a chain of sub-events which are linked by the previously mentioned key words. To describe the semantic meaning of the scene, we apply heuristic rules. For example, in the application of a bank-robbery detection, the heuristic rules are based on expert knowledge. In our investigated case of robbery detection [14], the posture “pointing” is a key reference posture. It can significantly infer the robbery event. Other postures are also estimated to improve the recognition accuracy based on specific temporal constraints. Suppose person A has an action labeled as “pointing”, person B is detected to be “raising both hands” and person C is “squatting” during the sub-event from person A, we can infer that a robbery actually occurs. After performing the interaction modeling, we are able to calculate the degree of abnormality. If the degree value is above a predefined threshold, the surveillance system will trigger the alarm signal (e.g., when a detected robbery event happens). The advantage of using such a metric is that an abnormal situation can raise the degree value to alert security people without signaling an alarm. The degree value can thus be used as a preventive measure, rather than alarming when the actual robbery takes place.

3.5. 3D Scene Reconstruction. Based on the automatic or manual camera calibration, we can implement the 2D-3D mapping. In other words, the image contents can be described in a 3D world domain. Furthermore, the real scene is reconstructed in a virtual space. This 3D scene reconstruction is useful for after-crime analysis and it contributes to the crime-evidence collection.

The objective of the camera calibration is to provide a geometric transformation that maps the points in the image domain to the real-world coordinates. An example of the scene reconstruction is visualized in Figure 3. In our system, we analyze the human behavior based on the person’s trajectory and/or speed on the ground, so that the height information of the human is not required. Since both the ground and the displayed images are planar, the mapping between them is a homography, which can be written as
The transformation matrix $H$ can be calculated from four points whose positions are known both in the real world and in the image. In our previous work [7], we have developed an automatic algorithm to establish the homography mapping for analyzing a tennis video, where the court lines and their interaction points are identified in the image. Such lines and points are related to the lines and points in a standard tennis court. Therefore, the homography mapping described in (5) can be established after the correspondences are found. This approach has been adopted in our surveillance system. The basic idea is to manually put four white lines forming a rectangular on the ground (see Figure 3). We have measured the length of each line in the real world, thereby defining their coordinates in the real-world domain. Afterwards, the algorithm proposed in our previous work can be applied for calculating parameters of the homography mapping. The complete algorithm comprises four steps, which are white-line detection, line detection, finding intersection points and calculating the parameters. For more details, we refer to an earlier publication [7].

After performing the mapping from the image to real world, we can estimate the position and calculate the real speed of the persons involved in the video scene. The label of walking or standing can be therefore assigned to an individual person. Furthermore, the scene can be reconstructed in 3D space. The above post-processing step extends our framework with better visual presentation and scene understanding. For instance, the 3D location of every moving person infers his actual behavior in the application of home-care monitoring. In the application of a bank-robbery detection, this extended processing is useful in the crime-scene analysis, data retrieval and evidence collection.

4. Experimental Results

We have trained our framework using 10 video sequences of various single/multiperson motion (15 frames/s) in both home-care and robbery-event scenarios. Then we have used 15 similar sequences for testing. On the frame basis, we have obtained a 98% accuracy rate on person detection, 95% detection rate on person tracking (where the criterion is that at least 70% of the human body is included in the detection window), and 82% detection rate on posture classification (in the robbery-event scenario).


Based on the trajectory estimation, we can calculate the speed and estimate the location of each individual person. We have conducted the experiment in our first case study on home-care monitoring. The experimental videos were captured in an apartment involving 6 persons (with different gender, height, age and clothes). The length of video sequences is more than 2 hours. The layout of the apartment is demonstrated in Figure 4. Based on the detected location and speed, the human daily activity is classified into 8 types (in kitchen, sitting at dining table, sitting on couch, playing piano, to balcony, in bedroom, in bathroom, and enter/leave by door). The classification results of activity recognition (involving the detected sequence numbers and total test sequence numbers, zero means that no corresponding sequence is detected) are summarized in Table 1. In our experiments, the ground truth of body-part locations were manually obtained. The maximum tolerable errors in the evaluation is set to 20 pixels. The skeleton model is further reconstructed on the individual body. Two examples of such a modeled presentation are portrayed by Figure 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>In kitchen</th>
<th>Sitting at dining table</th>
<th>Sitting on couch</th>
<th>Playing piano</th>
<th>To balcony</th>
<th>In bedroom</th>
<th>In bathroom</th>
<th>Enter/Leave by door</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sitting at dining table</td>
<td>14/16</td>
<td>2/16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitting on couch</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8/8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playing piano</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To balcony</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In bedroom</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2/12</td>
<td>10/12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In bathroom</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6/7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enter/Leave by door</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5/5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
domain knowledge. The detection accuracy for each camera and the combination are shown in Figure 6. It proves that the dual-camera scheme effectively improves the event-based semantic analysis. Figure 7 shows a detection example of a simulated bank-robbery event. The position of every person is visualized after trajectory estimation. The postures are estimated and the semantic event is highlighted after interaction modeling from two different viewpoints (Figures 7(a) and 7(b)). The camera calibration is performed and the 2D-3D mapping is visualized. The degree of abnormality is also calculated and shown in Figure 7(c). Although the posture pointing is not recognized in one camera (see Figure 7(b)), it is correctly recognized in the other camera (see Figure 7(a)). The robbery event is successfully detected afterwards.

4.3. System Performance. Our system performance was tested by video sequences at 640 × 480 resolution (VGA), with a P-IV 3-GHz PC. Results show that our system fulfills the real-time requirement, as 13–15 frames/second and 6–8 frames/second are obtained for monocular and two-view video sequences, respectively. Figure 8 presents the average cycle-consumption percentage of every module. We have assumed that camera calibration is an off-line process taking place first. As can be noticed, foreground/background segmentation and tracking modules consume most computing cycles.

5. Conclusion

We have proposed a layered framework that enables multilevel human motion analysis, featuring layers at pixel, object, event and visualization level. The framework captures the human motion, classifies its posture, generates a fitting skeleton model after body-part detection, infers the semantic event exploiting interaction modeling, and performs the 3D scene reconstruction. We have applied this framework in a single-camera setup and a dual-camera setup. In the last case, it is possible to benefit from the extra view in case of occlusion and it may also add to after-crime analysis. This extension of multiple-view fusion improves the event-based semantic analysis by 15%–30%.

The framework was evaluated for two applications, a home-care monitoring case and a robbery-detection case. The practical results have shown that our framework can be used for various surveillance cases. The choice of using single or multiple surveillance cameras is basically independent on the type of surveillance applications and it is more ruled by the quality requirements or the occurrence of occlusions. Performance evaluations have shown that the framework is efficient and achieves a fast performance (13–15 frames/second and 6–8 frames/second) for monocular and two-view video sequences. Therefore, it can be used in an embedded system implementation.

We are improving the effective modeling of multi-person interaction, in order to obtain a probability-based inference engine. The self-occlusion problem is not yet thoroughly tackled at the current stage. Thus we intend to integrate an effective occlusion-handling module, which was reported in [16] to improve the motion-analysis robustness.
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